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INTRODUCTION...,,
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.

.

...........

For centuries mankind, has been involved ;in cLe exploration, mining.,
of mineral raw materials without paying much attention to the fact that

earth's resources are finite.

Today*

and processing
even the

it is becoming evident that shortages.of

certain mineral raw materials,>will occur*

-While in the past the whole world has

relied on international free trade in the supply of mineral commodities? the mineralexporting nations are increasingly concerned with processing their mineral raw
materials into final products.1
At the same time? there" exists the fear that some
mineral producers could decide to withhold supplies for re^onr. relating to their
development objectives.
The inevitable shortages of miner?! raw materials are . ■
therefore beginning to be taken seriously by the world at large*
The world's reserves of mineral resources are fairly evenly distributed;
Reserves of copper,

nickel and cobalt arc located largely in developing countries-,

Resources of lead and zinc banii&t1 be considered unlliniitedo

tforld zinc reserves'are

estimatedaf about 150 "million tonnes/ giving & static life of about 25 years?
reserves of about the same tonnage imply a staticMrife of about 35 years.
do not

appear to pose problems in terms of

availability and supply^

Lead

Tin arid

Chroniium supply

and availability are dominated, by the Republic of South Africa and Eastern Europe^

World reserves of chromium mirierals are believed to be sufficient vo last for several
hundred years; around 80 per cent of the reserves' occur in southern /tfrica,
The

United States of Afaeri'cat dominates world molybdenum production, with around two third's
coming from the

Amalcorporation.

Uranium is widely distributed around the globe?

but occurs in large quantities in Canada and the Republic of South Africa*
Reserves
of the gold,
silver and platinum group minerals are distributed around the world
but considerable reserves occur in United States of America- CaJiaua.i Mexico3 Ecuador;
South Africa and the Ural mountains in the USSR*
World bauxite reserves amount to ovei

20 billion tonnes which .is sufficient for

global needs well into the twenty—first century*.
Coranercial deposits of manganese are relatively few?

five manganese producers supplying the market

a^-d there are in fact

economy countries,;

World reserves of

manganese are estimated at 1,825 million tonnes and (resources at 1?437 million tonnes)
making a grand total of 3»253 million tonnes*
These resources are adequate for the
next 50 years.
An additional major source of manganese should become available from

the mining of nodules on the sea bed (estimated ax 250 million to 3.8 billion tonnes).
With manganese the position is not

the lack of reserves but

-ix-tren^ concentration oi

the industry.

Major known deposits of niobium are in Canada;
are adequate for the next 500 years.

Brazil and Z?_irer

Large quantities of ores are produced in North America,"
Asia and Oceania.
Vanadium is also widely distributedsupplied by the Republic of South Africa;
Scandinavia,

World reserves

Titanium occurs in different parc^ oi" the world.
South America: Europe- AfricaIwost of the vandium ores are

Central Africa?

with South Africa being the largest producero

the United States and
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Hence, African countries hold major reserves of important minerals.
However,
the fact still remains that very little of the ore is processed.
The basic questions
which must be answered about the processing and utilization of the mineral raw
materials in African countries are:

(a) What is the impact of raw material processing and utilization on the
economics of African countries givenj

(i) the historical background of the mineral industries in Africa.;

.....

(ii) global politics of mineral supply;
(iii) structure of industries and the non-existence of user industries
for processed mineral raw materials;

(b) How best can the African countries capitalize on mineral supply problems
of the industrialized nations by the year 2000 and how generously will the industrial
ized nations respond to the mineral raw rcaterials squeeze put on them by African
countries.to obtain economic concessions-.
.
This paper, will attempt to answer these questions by reviewing the, present
status of mineral user industries in Africa.

It will also focus on the problems

and constraints faced by African countries in the processing and utilization,of
mineral raw materials.
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I

'

'

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DOWNSTREAM PROCESSING OF MINERAL RAW MATERIALS

A«

Policy objectives
An African Government may embark on a policy of downstream processing in order

to increase its share of world industrial processing capacity so as to increasing

export earriingso

Historically African countries are exporters of raw materials and
In pursuit of this aim, a Government may1 decide to develop

importers of manufacitures-

new production capacity or expand existing production capacity in downstream processing
of its raw materials.
For example^ an exporter of iron ores mcy decide to export
pelletized, briquetted or direct reduced sponge iron instead of run-of-mine ore*
A copper producer may decide to export semi—manufactures instead of wire bars?

Similarly a producer-of .bauxite may decide to export
instead of bauxite*

.

'

refined aluminium metal

.-.'.'..'■'

...

;

This decision may lead to an oversupply of vorld processing capacity assuming
that marginal increases in capaoity will. lead, to, significant, shifts in. the .supply

position of the. .downstream processed products*
Xne processing of raw materials at ,source
may on the other hand lead £o reduced processing costs and subsequently stimulate
demand.
The raw. material exporter .will therefore gain .from-the incrsased. value
of the downward processed product with a resulting increase in export earnings^'
Legal provisions could be instituted by the country concerned forbidding the
Investment laws may favour or give incentives in the
form of preferential treatment of investors willing to establish downstream processing
capacities for exportable raw materialsThis could encourage the relocation of
export of run-of—mine ores.

r

.
;
;

capacities from developed to less, developed .countries if the .commodity concerned-i-s -crit
ically
scarce or strategic as in the case of cobni-f-. chrome? titanium-; uranium and
light metals with a small neutron capture cross—section for us3 in nuclear reactors or
defence and aerospace materials*
The demand elasticity will determine the success
of the above decisions,,
The over-all supply situation could be altered leading to a
concentration of processing capacity.

B»

Justifications

The following are the justifications for further proceiisuig of mineral raw

materials:

'

,

'

(a) Very considerable aggregate value added in downstream processing}
(b) More stable earnings from downstream processed products than from raw
materials;

(c) More favourable terms of trade

.-.■.,

for processed product.-? than raw materials;

E/CN.l4/MINo80/8
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(d) External economies and linkages within the sectors and
especially with engineering and chemical

(e) New experiences,

skills?

across

sectorsf

industries;

expertise,

and know—how thereby which

enhance industrialization capabilities;

(f) Creation of infrastructure and services needed for industrial activity,

(g) Increase

intra—African trade and compl mentarities in raw materials for Viable"

industrialization of Afr±ca<>

.

The Lagos Plan of Action also calls for resource-based industrialization and
identifies specific areas such as agricultural tools and implements? transport* ©nergy ar .
communications, transmission equipment, spgre parts and fertilizers, pesticides* whi^h,
require raw materials inputs..

Table 1,

Commodity
. •

Distribution of gross value of product by stage? of- processing
^prices at each stage of production as proportions of final
prices)

Raw material

■.,-.■

Bauxite/alumina '

7i

Copper
Iron ores

Lead
Tin
Zinc

77
13

; .
Sourcea

33

Final-processing

(in percentaige)

66j4
71

■■'

29
2
28

:

.<-.

25
19
1°

28
8
39

Downstream processing in less developed,countries*
problems and
implications.:
James Fry and R*A» Perlman.
Commodities Research Unit

Ltd*
C.

A3
90

:

Semi-processing

f'.

,

8

Basic problems of downstream processing in African countries

African countries have traditionally exported run-of-mine ores, concentrates or ■ *■'
smelter matal to the developed countries*
They are primary producer nations exporting
crude catcrisis for final processing in industrialized countries.' In return they have .
imported
manufactured and processed goods.
Yet the terms of trade are becoming more and

more unfavourable to African countries? because of this iinhalanoQ which gives rise to
balance of payment problems*
Raw materials suppliers are constrained by enclave-type
industries whose sole concern is access to raw materials regardless of the development ,
objectives of the host countries:.
This situation has forced most African countries'.to. ..
diversify production

"by:

E/CN.H/MIN.80/8
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(a) Producing a broad range of raw materials;
(b) Serving a wide range of markets?
Processing

for export;

*domestic raw nateriais into
may not be carried into the fi
(a) Lack of experience in downstream processing;

(b) Lack of technology, skills, know-how and expertise;
(cj Capital requirements for processing plants;

(d) Scale of operations needed in order to compete on international markets;

(e) Transport costs and difficulties involved in reaching overseas markets;
(f) Proximity, contact and access to overseas markets and problems of market
(gj Infr astructur al requirements;

(h) Vertical integration of industries in the processing chain;
tinai

(i) Inadequate supply of complementary materials needed for manufacture of
goods;

(j) Competition from low-cost rivals on ths sauie markets;

(k) Trade barriers and tariff structures of importing countries.
In order to initiate the self-sustaining development strategy agreed upon bv

It, spite of the complexity of the above obstacles, African countries can set up a
self-sustained industrial base only by viable downstream processing. Africt cannot
achieve labour-intensive stages of downstream processing with high labour multi^iers

without surmounting the hurdles of capital-intensive downstream processing in the
metals industries. A ^i^nanufacturing metals industry is a basic precondition for

E/CN.14/MIN.8O/8
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Lead industry

. A* f°™ in table l> for the ^on industry, distribution of gross value of

product by stage of processing as a percentage of prices at each stage of produ

n™ P H i°?«°f flnal Pri°eS iS 43 Per Oent raH materials, 29 percent seJ!
processed and 20 per cent final processing.

,'or

• kJLV111 !XP°rt trade ±S *" oon<=entrates. Over the last 10 years there has brer

a shift in production towards Canada and Australia.

Japan is the major tmporter

T" I^ ^ """^ metal fr°m ^ —"- ±S PrW1^ ^^
in

semi-

The Jof3^dTffr
^^ °re are *" Cable sheathin8, Pipes, sheets and alloy
^-■ . ,
? gasoline as an anti-knock additive is being slowly phased outo
iu.es rsisaxn the major end-usea

for lead.

l»e witnl"^ !*T/?, S""0**^1 ^ economies of scale. Hence unit costs
^t f? I ,"7 ^nstallf1 caPacitxes. The industriaized countries have a

f°r l6ad refining= O^er than the United States
IZITJ-f-- th
^ Ca?f°"y
?fUited
division Tf I
\r!lieS °" L°ndOn MStal ExChanSe free market stations.
The
stti
t
'^T1168 r^ felterS •"* I°lneS " neg°tiated in individual contracts
^ f lti

„* *.

anH^o
and 39

i

•

'" °f grOflS Value Of Product b7 stage of processing as a percentage

*"^
^ ?**
±S 33 PeF °ent raw material«» 28 per cent semi-processing
per
cent final
processing.
*-««»*..uig

r-f* J:"j",I?"lk °^fOrej±gn tradf in zinc is in concentrates and to a less extent in

r ii._rd z.nco There is very little trade in semi-processed or final products.
Zinc is predominantly consumed by the automobile industry.

f** ref*nin* «P««T is located in the developed consumer

t-tZ^T

ial capacity installed since the 1960s- in Canada and

^\r*c*ntly in Korea. Main marketir.g mechanism is the relationship

between mines and the user. Producer pricing is more important than London Metal
Exchange quotations. Generally there is an over-capacity in downstream processing

xr. tHe c.—v-olcped

countries*

TnH» J^ ^ ^^ "^ V

■

*«

^tween Africa and th^ developed countries in the Aluminum

Industry xs xn the form of bauxite. But among industrialized countries trade is in
the form of aluminum meta. However, trade in semi-fabricated products is

unimportant. Smelters for producing the metal form aWna are

Tl

2.

tonnes

output

6,000

127

i'60-

46

128'

"

Commodities Research Unit Ltd.,

197«.

Source: Downstream processing un Less Developed .Countries.

;

723

767J

8-40

881

;:

Problems and Implications

With coke and oxygen making facilities included.

36

4,000

■266'

■46

128

xx

49

127
266

46

985

:

ls073

13382

^3634;

Steelworks

'Integrated

-Fully

Output refers to the product^ the stage of production under consideration,

60

35000

,127
374

46

3L3O;

127

'547

127

128

138;.

151.

Mill "

Rolling

46

■670

Mill - -'■

Roiii'lig'

Products

Non-fdat

Mixed

x

86

23000

47

145
131

58

174;
46

66

Casting

Continuous

204;

Plant

PR/EF

Products

Flat \ \

Mixed-_

xx

various'"'Stages of Steel Processing (United States dollars/tonnW

Pelletising

124

x

13OOO

700

500

300

200

100

Annual

Thousand

Table

Co

CO
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near the source of cheap energy.

This is preferred due to the high cost component

of energy in the processing of alumina into alumina*. • In terms of distribution
f of gross value of product by stage of> processing, the processing of bauxite into alumina
accounts for a mere-ft-gtfir cent whereas- the further processing into aluminum accounts i!
for 663- per cent, leaving a 26 per cent for final processing into fabricated aluminum

products.

Downstream processing requires,joint ventures with -i&afor transnational cor

porations in the aluminum business^ This is so because the industry is controlled
by few but powerful conglomerates. Transactions within the industry tend to be .
'"

between companies with a transfer pricing mechanism dominating the pricing structure*

International Bauxite Association protects interests of jraw materials suppliers
rather than the whdTef s^eO^tHimof interested parties in the alMninum industry* 3

Capital requirements" for smelting capacity is very high*- sbfoetimes proh£b.'.t:>u.

H.

Tin

:.;•■•>

: :

. -i:- .;■■

,

■,'..',"

.

.

■

.- ' ■

: '■

^' -' '

,":

Raw material processing represents 90 per cent of final prices in the distribution

of gross value by stage of processing.
cent.

(See table ^;.

Major end uses

Final processing represents the remaining40 per
7

^;

of tin .are as tin plate for metal containers. r.Fojundry allots

consume some ti*w ■ TinVi^

:

usually1 transported as metal rather than a&'c^centrateJ.

K

Metal is refined near :ateel plants where the pure metal is used'-to prbcjuce tin pi^te.
Trade is conducted through the Peiiang and London tin exchanges. The institutional■ V
mechanism for looking after interests in the tin industry is the International ',-_ ..
.. .;
Tin Council, which manages tin prices by means of thorough buffer'stocksa*'2 A high L ,
\'--

proportion of the smelting capacity is already located in producing ^©'untries.,

stream processing by African countries is constrained by high investment costs.

I.

Down-

"*'

Copper

Raw material processing represents 77 per cent of gross value by stage of processir^ j

semi-processing represents 4 per cent and final processing represents i9 per cento
The raw material processing stage covers ore through .wire bar production. Copper
rods are semi-processed and final products consist of r wire products- copper tubes,
sheets and electrical materials.

Aluminum and plastics pose a major threat to copper*

Continuous c^st.ing is the

■

most important technological innovation that has taken place in downstream processing•■ ■■.&K
The London Metal Exchange is the main trading institution for the copper, industry-

ar>*

Downstream processing of copper starts with the production of wire and cables

erxis

with

the production of electrical equipment,/ The electrical industry \A

E/CN.H/MIN.80/8
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dominated by the export cartels of the OECD countries which are represented in
commodity section groups of the International Electrical Associationi.cpmprising of
virtually all major transnational corporations in the electrical industry.
The major disadvantages at which African countries find themselves in the
copper business are due to the monopoly nature of the user markets.
Operations covering
mining, ore processing, smelting and refining are geared to convenience of trans
national corporations* Past patterns; of refining, reflect the policies of large

international conglomerates particularly in terms of foreign costs in refining copper
close to where it; is rained.

-,

■■_'.;

:

Downstream processing beyond the refined metal stage begins with the production

of rods, sheets and tubes out of pure metal or alloys of brass or bronze.

The diversity

of specifications and product range for flat products makes this aspect of downstream

processing difficult for African countries.

Requirements for export packing and handling during transit make it difficult
for Africa to produce sheets, rods, tubes and shapes for export to industrialized
countries.
Some African countries have ppted for establishing facilities in the

consunM&r countries*

J.

,:■.-.

Structure of trade

, . ..;

.......

:

r

Trade at the national level,justifies for import substitution with self-sufficiency
and minimal foreign exchange losses as the twofold objective.
At the international
level* consideration of multi-purpose objectives of capi?uring a share of world capacity,
adding value to exports* maximizing value-added at national lievel,r. maximizing
stablize international prices of ;raw materials iby further processing vO

shift of marketable commodities? etc<*
Bargaining positions and terms of trade
are the major considerations in establishing downstream processing capacity for
export markets*

K»

Barriers to trade

,

-

;

Barriers to trade are mainly related to market
major

access problem in the traditional sense*

low average nominal tariff of 2

^

access*

.,-:.*■■

Tariffs represent

a

industrial raw materials have a very

per cent with the majority entering markets duty free-

Downstream processed products have tariffs averaging 7 — 10 per cent-

The final

products are generally charged very prohibitive rates (11: r-. 17 per cent)products with advanced downstream processing,

For metal

nominal tariffs are about 10 per cent

but

this is enough to upset the trade advantage of African countries in competing with
industrialized countries*

In spite of the objectives of the Lome Convention tariffs

remain a major obstacle to downstream processing for export.

The generalized system of

preference in theory extends more liberal tariff access to Africa as a whole. But in
reality there are still certain restr ctions*
In industries with an over capacity?
tariff barriers are more severe.

barriers,

In such circumstances even in the absence of tariff

other forms of trade restrictions will prevent Africa

capturing markets in developed countries*.

from entering and

Intervention mechanisms such as

cartels,

vertical integration and direct governmental initiative in the developed countries are
all geared to protecting overcapacity industries.

E/CN.H/MIN.80/8
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On the other hand downstream processing is encouraged only when the product

in question serves as a raw material for rapid growth end~use markets in developed
countries.* In this case African countries are accorded duty free entry, trade

concessions, export cr&iits, technology, concessionary finance for downstream invest
ment coital etc. ? tailored to- the interests of the market.being served. African
countries'should therefore choose rapid growing markets for downstream processing>'
By thesame token they should avoid entry intd markets that are either static or

declining.

Non--tariff barriers to entry into the markets of industrialized countries for

downstream processed export products can be summarized as;

-

(a)'Barriers related to foreign trade;policies such as import licences, exchange

controls, quotas, 'export limitations, gbvernment procurement/ transport rebates, wage
tax rebates, marketing assistance, tied foreign aid, indirect tax rebates, import ''
surcharges and antidumping laws;

■

(b) Administrative practices relating to marketing regulations,' document'requirements

classification rules, valuation procedures, customs fees and deposits, customs rules
and penalties;

" "■''

■

■

'■

■■■".'

;;- :

■

'■

■.

■■'

■

■■' '

-:i

(c) Policies andregulations governing^domestic trade such as direct payments,

depreciation, investment1 incentives, low cost loans? oVer-^riced purchases, internal tax
rebates, direct taxes, indirect taxes, other internal taxes, price controls^ credit
controls, patents, trademarks, health and safety rules, technical specifications and
national security rules j^

'

' ■■■ ■■■''■

■■■■. v

(d) International trade practices such as cartels, exclusive supply agreements,

freight rate discrimination, etc.

Table '?•'

Trade barriers in developed countries

Product group

Av

Industrial raw materials

erage nomi^a^ tariffs

Very low (about 2$)
most duty free

Non-tariff barriers
Rare,

except in the

case of fuels

Most industrial products

Intermediate (7..to

Very few

Other developed country manu
factures specialities

Relatively high

Increasingly frequent

(generally 11 to \7f0)

Downstream processing in less developed countries. Problems and
Implications: James Fry and R*Ao Perlman* Commodities Research Unit

Ltd

8
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Technology

of

downstream processing,

. , ,

Any processing stage is associated with specific skills, know-how and expertise
Downstream processing tends
to require more than the existing technological infrastructure in a given African
country at a particular timeo
Downstream processing requires a sohpisticated level
which, in turn are determined by the technology suppliedo

of technology and as s,uch the demands on manpower are more exacting.

The challenge .

of technology transfer is much more difficult.

M.

.

- , .

.

Capital requirements

Downstream processing is characteristically capital intensive.
Studies of
capital—labour ratios in processing show that, for mineral extraction and processing

industries; there is usually an increase in capital intensity as one moves from mining
to final production of metal products*
This a more severe problem in the metals inJ. -.try
than other earth resources sectors.

In the ste<?l industry for example?

downstream

processing requires integrated facilities directed by energy, and mass balance optimization

Also related to the capital intensity problem is the issue of financing* ., Domestic
ventures with the result that borrowing
becomes inevitable.
Large capital outlays are needed to establish an initial
capacity.
The gestation period imposes timing problems for these countries* which are compounded by
overcommitment in terms of overseas borrowing.
This is- actually more true for non-oilproducing countries thajn for oil—rich countries.
Foreign capital is thus used on a
turn-key basis with export credit financing and supplier credits or foreign aid tied to
savings are over—committed to capital intensive

procurement*

N«

Scale of operation

Economies of scale are decisive in production for exports.; The downstream processing
project must be large enough in relation to the world market.
Regional markets may be
aggregated and enlarged enough to meet requirements of economies of scale operations}
giving rise to multinational projectsSuch projects can
produce the minimum scale
of production-that would be competitive internationally.
Downstream processing at
the national level' leads to products priced much higher than international competition.
Downstream processing aimed at capturing a decisive share of the market requires a
greater scale of operation and capacity than that of meeting import substitution needs*

By the same token, a large—scale operation is necessary for a project intended to make
a real impact on balance of payments.

£/CNa4/MIN,80/8
-
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Transportation

Downstream processing is greatly influenced by transport

For domestic

markets transport costs may not be-very critical but logistics of moving input materials
to production centres and products to the markets determine the profitability and
efficiency of the metals industry,*

For, export markets transport is a major barrier to downstream processingo
For
:P9PS%? ■$*** tinp, .th.fe metal content is usually less than one per cent* Concentration
and smelting is preferred at :the mine or in the country of origin, For:bauxite the
nietal; content-is .15 r- 20 per .cent, in which Case processing to alumina is preferred r.n
the country of origin^

.

.'■■■■ '■

/■ -■''■'

-In maritime transport there is an imbalance in the pattern of trade"Vetneian

■Lndustria^zed and African countries.
The system of freight rates places exporters
front;developed .countries at an advantage in comjiarisori to exporters in Africa*." Th---\is ,a.further constraint of fierce competition between lines and dharter'vessels ruu-ing
between Africa and industrialized markets. For volumes-intensive products there is
a freight penalty in relation to weightc The marine environment may also lead to deter
ioration of the product. For metals downstream processing, a producer in an *

industrialized country is at an advantageo

' .: ( I. i '

Ui~.

Doraestic transportation for African countries is :a further constraint owing

tp,ithe;inadequate rail, road and port infrastructure.

Terminals are often congested,

handling facilities are also inadequate and storage facilities are underdeveloped.

This leads to unacceptable levels of indirect costs in some cases* An exporter in
Africa is often faced with problems of delivery...deadlinfeka:^ia he has no control
over the numerous constraints*

.:

thehffiarkets\j'f-•'>■ ■■
i-nfli'-v- v •■-■ *.!:■:■ " ■ ■/:- ■

■

■

■-■- ■
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■

■
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Downstream processing requires close collaboration'between producers and
consumers. Although purely technical issues can be sorted ouf ..at .a. distance by
i-;&99peri9£'i£pe&i.fiG&t±<m&t standardization procurement producers, quality control
practices; licences and patents, it-is"still necessary to maintain close contact
in specific areas where customer needs are exact. In the alloys business for instance,
orders are tailor-made and production is of a jobbing natureo In this situation
proximity and contact are critical to business survivalo

In the metals business generally substitution is always an important factor in

planning for downstream processing. Most materials have low cost rivals whether
plastic, copper, stainless steely carbon steel, etc. Marketing expertise covers a
broad awareness of technical developments and rival materials as part of after salp-s
service. This is essential in view of the capital intensive nature of the metals
business and the wide options available to the consumer in terms of alternative
materials* This is why vertical integration is common for downstream processing
involving semi-fabricated metal products.
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Producers are at the same time involved in research and development on customer

needs and low cost rivals. Research efforts usually involve joint teams of producers *
and, consumers. In engineering industries component manufacturers work hand in hand with
final: product designers* Car body designers will work hand in hand with metal

industries*

If a downstream processing plant is not integrated with either existing producers
already in the market or leading consumers) there is a possibility of encountering
consumer resistance owing to lack of familiarity with products.

This can

be ovorcome

by launching products through established marketing outlets. Consumer resistance is
more marked in markets controlled by vertically integrated industries where the access
to markets is not free.
Established producers can effectively exclude the entry of
new comers into the market or force newcomers to operate in a peripheral market.

Joint ventures with established producers will circumvent this problem, provided that the
interests of primary and downstream processors are convergent. This may allay fe.ars

of the foreign.investor in risking substantial capital in what he may consider
politically stable environmoto.t.

In metal processing industries* energy is important in downstream processing.
The availability of cheap energy is an important consideration in location decisions for
iron and steel, aluminum and copper plants
but not so much for lead, zinc and tin.

' Supply Qf complementary materials
Downstream processing requires a diversity of input materials*

Logistics may

dictate what is possible and what is not possible.
For the iron and steel industry^
besides iron oresj other inputs such as coal, fluxing materials and ferro-alloys
are consumed in large amounts*
These complementary materials ar© essential
for downstream processing.

The availability of complementary materials is one aspect of the larger question
of interindustry transactions giving rise to multiplier effects.

/
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CHAPTER

II

;

...

PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MINERAL INDUSTRIES PROJECTS';
A.

;,,

Project cycle

Mineral e-iploratibn constitutes the initial phase of a mineral industry
project, Th£s phase :1s riaky and time consuming. The first step in the exploration
sequence is a^desk study involving a'review'of geological and mining literature;

and a survey of mining records in order to identify areas of mineral potent;Lal» The
second step involves reconnaissance surveys,, A combination o? techniques concefft^ng
photogeology? geophysical, geochemical and ground surveys are employed. Such.studies
provide: broad-bassd indications of mineral potential* Successively smaller areas
are then selected for comprehensive geologic mappings aerial geophysical surveys,
geochemical surveys and other methods to locate ore deposits in the selected areas.
Identified ore bodies are then studies,in greater detail to ascertain more
precisely the size and^geometry of the ore body. Metallurgical tests are conducted
on, samples in order to 'determine* the physical, chemical? mineralogical and technological
characteristics of the oreo
At this stage it is possible to prepare a prefeasibility

study outlining extraction plans giving preliminary cost estimates.

.

./ '■,

■The feasibility study for the processing and utilization of mineral raw.iaateri.al
attempts to resolve questions of technical soundness of the project, financial profit—
ability of"the resulting investment and the impact of such investments. The §cale of

investment required is so large that it cannot 'be funded without recourse to
external sources bf financings As such1 the project' must be presented in formal

terms to the sources of financing in the form of a feasibility study report.
In
addition, a mineral industry project requires exhaustive investigations in areas of
economic interests
The comprehensive anat"re of these investigations is a fundamental
reason for undertaking a feasibility study.

There are two components to a mineral industry feasibility study:'

.

(a) The feasibility study in the nine;

;

'

,

.

;

■

(b)1The feasibility study for the processing facilities and related stipportin^

services.

'

The f-:as-L":ility ctudy for the mine involves much more than geology and engineering.

The study must take into account a forecast of product prices and input costs, capital
costs,

taxation and all the other factors related to investment decisions.

is placed on risk analysis-.
prices*"

'

■

■'■

'

-'

■"•

'

Efphasis

Special attention is given to projections of mineral
-..■.

■ ■

■

■ ■■

.'"',''"

The feasibility study of processing facilities involves the identification and
selection of processing technology and the estimates of capital and operating costs
of the processing facilities.
Complications of choosing a process route arise from

E/CN.H/MIN,80/8
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the need to compare several alternatives within each process centre at the same time
as the matching of process centres to each other. Most mineral industry processes are
highly interactive, in that the choice of process for one centre will affect the choice
of process in other centres. The essence of a feasibility study is to establish the
technical and economic acceptability of the process route->

At best, a feasibility study report merely spells out simply and clearly what has
emerged as the best option, hew good the option is and what are the key factors which

wake or break the project. The feasibility study report is a document that stands' up
to the scrutiny of the financier and all parties concerned and convinces them that the
millions that are recommended to be spent wiil.be spent in the best interest of the
Bfctloiu,. The feasibility study does not define the project to a conation point where
everybody, the client, contractors and financiers are fully committed and the work
can proceed towards implementation,

This constitutes the greatest rproblem for

African countries in the launching of mineral industries projects.
studies stop at this point

Several feasthi

Y

Tj^-;*^'pro jeot. beyond the feasibility.study stage requires a thorough discussion

and_review of the findings of the feasibility study, and

particularly to re-establish

that the maxn axms of the project are within the guidelines on which the feasibity

study was basado The subsequent decision-making hierarchy is established and the
initial organizational structure is set up; procedures are established and a last
minute reassessment of pertinent facts is conducted., A design brief is drawn up and
-the bidding procedure established* Negotiations then start for funding and decisions
are taken regarding the financing plan. Thereafter bidding for contractors, procurement
and selection of executing partners is concluded,, Implementation then follows expeditiously through procurement, delivery? construction and start of operations.

B-

Prbject financing

■

Mineral industry projects are special from other capital investment projects.

They

are frequently required to bear a substantial part of the infrastructure costs. This
is especially so in Africa where it is necessary to provide the new project with
physical infrastructure and community facilities* As long as mineral industry projects
are small, they can be financed from domestic sources. With economies of scale, most

"^^l industry projects become large-scale operations requiring external capital and
equity financing*

Mineral industry investments are generally capital intensive and capital,
requirements are quite staggering, The financing problems arc unique in Africa

because of the.large sums of money needed to bring a mineral project to the stage '
of an operating plant ? In Africa; generally only Governments can provide the funds and
have the Credit capacity to sponsor a mineral industry project* Credit sources are

equally limited and restricted to one or more of the following:
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— sources internal to the industry (such as financing from capital reserves or
cash flows of the enterprise);
;
•'.-..-•■■
'"' ■*.:
— State-ownefl. mining . companiesf

i

V

:

s ?■■■■

— internal private capital;

—the^local'^Bankihg system;
— private foreign equity participation;

— loan finance from foreign or international institutions;
— export finance and. supplier-credits^

\.

-> ■

■■•■<■. .i:

2

-

— investment guarantees from exporting countries;
— consumer credits from industrialized countriesj

— international

lending agencies and public international organizations.

All the above can be narrowed down into, five groups "of: financing mechanisms for
large—scale mineral industry projects; , ^

(a) Total non-recourse to the borrower with lenders takfjig all the risks and

dep^eftdi^ig^ehti^fely'upon th& forecasted revenue for repayment:

,

(b)-flbfcPreeotirse to the borrbwer after the project is completed with lenders taking

all risks once the project goes into commercial operation^,

Completion, initial operations

over^un^C^^^l^st^f"profi^s-«fe^^ -implementation delays musir be taken into account;
), ^°tiXjT&c£iur^l:to the borrower. Lenders do not take any risk at all.
S/e else takes ;the risk without regard to the project's internally generated
cash flows;
; '
:-', r(d) Total recourse to the borrower with lenders relying on the projected cash

flows for protection against risks in addition to a guarantee considered not fully
acceptable by the lender;

!

(e) Total recourse with lenders relying on a sponsor or third party undertakings

but accepting the political risks that may vitiate the value of :these commercial under

takings.

" The essential difference between the above categories of project, financing lies io
the degree to which lenders rely on projected future revenues as sufficient guarantees
that the debts will be serviced.
C»

Risk management

Typical project risks can be divided into the following amain categories:

(a) Implementation risks such ass
— inadequate,

inefficient

design or process;

— capital cost over runs;

— completion delays or/and loss of revenues caused by such delays;

e/cn-U/min38o/8
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(b) Operational period risks such asi

,

:

.

■. ■:.

■'

■ m:

- inadequate reserves of raw materials and/or essential inputs)
— obsolescent product or process;

- inadeuqate management and/or unsatisfactory operating personnel *
— diminished or superceded market;
- diminished or inadequate cash flows.

(c) Environmental risks unique to African countries:such ast
— political risk;

;

.■■■■.

- inflation;

• *■.*■«■ high 'unit' investment costs j
..,, j;!>.7: probiem^. of rising: de.bt, servicing burden;

'
:.

... ; .■

— longer than average construction period*

of rating the above ei-ifteria, roost African countries are „**«„,,,.,
ccnservativ-ly by external' binding sources. The table below illustrates th« rating
an external supplier of funds is likely to make for an average African .country*
'Jo of an assessment^ of the investment climate in African countries

...,■,

■"

item

l\ '

Number of points

['■

- Individual

Range for
''Category

subcategory

Capital repatriation:
No restrictions
f , ,
Restrictiona based only on time
Restrictions on capital
Restrictions on capital and income
Heavy restrictions

■

-12'

8
■ ■ a- ■
4

■

;

o

0-12

2

No repatriation possible

Foreigr. ownership allowed:

100 per cent rZlcwsd and velcflmed
100" f jr cent allowed, not welcomed

:Minority ailc'wed

50 per cer_Jc in«jcimum

'■

:'';-;::'"

Minority only

Lesc tha.:i 30 per cent
No foreign ownership allowed

l

12

10

8 ';

6

4:,
o

0-12

r/c>:
Page

Number of points

Item

Individual
subcategory

Range of
category

Discrimination and controls, foreign versus

domestic business

Foreign treated same as local

12

Minor restrictions on foreigners, no controls
No restrictions on foreigners, some controls
Restrictions and controls on foreigners

10

0-12

8
6.

Some restrictions and heavy controls on foreigners

4

Severe restrictions and controls on foreigners

2

Foreigners not allowed to invest

0

Currency stability:

Freely convertible

20

Less than 10 per cent open/back market differential

18
H
8

Over 100 per cent open/back market differential

4-20

4

Political stability:

10

0-12

8

Strong external and/or internal pressures that
affect policies

Possibility of coup (external and internal) or
other radical change

2

Instability, real possibility of coup o^
Willingness to grant tariff protection

0

Extensive protection granted

2-8

Considerable protection granted, especially to
new major industries

6

Some protection granted; mainly to new industries

4

Little or no protection granted
Availability of local capitals

Developed capital market? open stock exchange
Some local capital available? speculative stock market

Limited capital market; some outside fund (torId Bank and
AID) available

Capital scarce, short term

Rigid controls over capital
Active capital flight unchecked

Annual inflation for last 5 yearsj

Less:than 1 per cent

1 - 3 per cent
3-7 per cent
7—10 per cent
10 © 15 per cent
15—35 per cent

over 35 per cent

Total

■'•'• ■- -

2

10

8
6

4
2
0

14
12

2-14

10

8
6
4
2

Source- Harvard Business Reviews, September-October I969, quoted by
Chrxstopher Tugendhat, The Multinationals, Penguin Books, 1973
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CHAPTER III

■
A'

OPPORTUNITIES FDR FURTHER PROCESSING AND UTILIZATION OF MINERAL RAsf MATERIALS
£2i^y^^i^tiy_gg_jJL.l^e mineral industry

Appropriate policy objectives and institutions are mandatory'for the processing

and utilization of mineral raw materials in African countries* Mineral development
in any country constitutes only one element of total national development and must
therefore be structured to fit into the total economic development plan,

A national mineral policy is the first step in the attainment of goals related
to the processing and utilization of mineral raw materials* This policy should cover
the development cycle cf tho mineral industry starting with exploration policies and
ending wxth mineral development guidelines.

The mineral policy,should ensure that f-

miningindustry provides the country with an equitable share of the revenues from mi! a
activities. Taa non-renewable nature of mineral resources makes it essential that such
reverses should be channelled into productive investment in other, sectors,-. '
There is a nacd to move away from the traditional approach when transnational

corporations took the lead in setting standards for mineral policies.

The Governments

ought to shoulder the responsibility for initiating, determining and executing mineral
policies through the preparation and promulgation of legislation and establishment of
institutions and the administrative framework to implement,mineral policies.

„* +KAn iriycntor^ of a «>untry«s mineral resources, is fundamental,-"but depends-on knowledof the geology and mineral occurences.
One of the first tasks is to prepare geological * '

maps of the entire country, Svstsmatic geological surveys should tie1 carried out and
detailed mapping undertaken, Tho preparation of basic documentation Of geological and

related data sbatild be the responsibility of the State*

Measures should also be;taken

to document information re3nrd^nS technological trends in the mineral industries,"
Such records £Je needed for -supervision, planning and control of mineral processing
and utilization,,

(±l) Hesearchj^deyelopmeRt and testing facilities

_„..

.

.

;■

.

.

^

1

The proconsing and utilization of mineral raw materials caU for a continuing f]Ow
of expertise a :d information among geologists and mining, metallurgical, mechanical
and other engineers. The major requirement in this regard, *% a'research and development
xnstituteo Tue expertise required for quality research is scarce worldwide/ Equipment
by itself xs useless without quality researchers, £uch institutions can not be estab^sre,'

without training and manpower development,.

jS/CN.U/talN.80/8
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(i:ii) Minerals development institutions
Planning for the.development of mineral sector must be co-ordinated with the

development of other industries. Mining development banks, geological surveys,
State mining corporations, State mineral marketing organizations, research and
development, raxneral taxation offices and the ministry of mines all reauire

co-ordination and formal consultations in order to achieve

harmonous development

in the processing and utilization of mineral raw materials in African countries,
B.

to process and utilize mineral raw materials

(i)

Bcploitation^of_jnir-erls for export markets

tk

^storically. Africa has been exploiting mineral raw materials for export markets.

The orthodox argument has always been that Africa should concentrate on tE ex^rt
J>J^?Y COBmOd±tx^ABy Participating in international trade and selling primary

3S
toV^r CXT ^ W°rid market?- Afr±Can 9ountrie.-oMi generate sufficient
capital to build -up their Own economic structure and diversify production of maim- '

factured goods, for domestic and international markets.'

Unfortunately African mineral resources are being depleted without generating
the anticipated economic development. The reasons for this situation vary., Basically

lot -S^i
^ ^ fr±Ca ^ flrmly COntrolled * ^eign companies which "plolt
Most^f^h reS°^Ces at"a/f* ^ in a «™~ consistent with their own interests.
bufto +t
P 8Trfed by thG ^neral eXp°rts accrues not to *he host country'
of the^iriPan3Th Which C°fro1 the■«**?* shipping, marketing and^anufactore

in th mineralS3 JheSe ^^t-oriented mining industries have limited linkage effects

in the economy. They operate in self-contained communities, and are usuallfenclave

economies. Examples of these are the AKJouJt
^^
JJ copper
ppe minesln
esln Mauritania^ 1^

K^lr1^
Here la^nT

Alii c

b

AlUminiUm company bauxite mine at: AwaSo in

"^ WPpli!-fl1?f ^^^. industries of Africa are mostly purchased abroad

Here again there are no satellite industries to service the. mines. By and large
mineral processing for export cannot lead to the realization of the industrialization

objectives for most African countries'*

.

.

' ,;

(ii) Structural requirements for pr-oces^ing and utilization of

"...

_ _ ■usl"-aAlzaTlon
,.,,.,

m _f ^lg and utilization of mineral raw materials is just like any other
corporate transaction and requires supporting services which the transnational
corporations have built up over the years. There is therefore a need for African

countries to establish the following services either individually or collective^ in order

to process and uvilxze their mineral raw materials:

*■« k (-iLNT b;asiness development services. An information system is needed in order
ro be able to keep abreast of new investment opportunities within their national
oorders or in neighbouring countries;
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(Jo). Exploration:

Existing egeological surveys reed tp be strengthened

so thai African :couritries can "build up expertise and a technical capacity to
condupt"" aerial, geophysical, and geological- studies with local personnel}.".",
Corporate and project financing capacity:
The ability to float,
underwrite, maice. new. issues :.of capital or raie? loans requires concerted effort
by African

countries;

(A) Corporate management: Capacity to manage State mining-enterprises is a

serious problem that requires concerted action by African

{&) Corporate administration:

management

transnatippals reflect

■

This capacity is as weak as corporate

Corporate administration

~an&' stores, services,.

countries;

covers secretarial,

legal,

accounting

Most head office charges 'under management agreements with.
this expensed

(fj-.Tephnical, services:

:

.

Consulting engineering, design services, research."

qnd"'development services etc. are essential for processing and utilization of
minerals;

(&) General supporting services.

Procurement, 'personnel, public relation».. .

'medical services, re.cruitment:, metal-sales and general 'supporting services in the

mineral industries in Africa are still performed by expatriates;

■ '

,' .

(h) Management .o.f mineral industry; investments through stock dealings,

financial planning investment advice' etc* are
nationals; ."' .
:
.;...:.

still in
"

the hands of trans"
'
.

. (_i)" Manpower development is a low-key item in foreign-controlled mineral

. -.

.

enterprises.
Large sums of money are spent on recruitment of expatriates rather
than on manpower develppment in most African countries*
.
.
At the beginning.of the twentieth, century, the mining companies in Africa...;had mines only in the then Fort hen? Rhodesia and South-Africa.
As these companies
grew,

they sought new outlets for their skills, expertise and capital they had
amassed in the underdeveloped countries.
They penetrated into other countriesand industries thus acquiring, more expertise^ skills and capital.
Without the
capa^cit-y outlined-above, "an "African country is unable to impose national develop

ment objectives or even to process and utilize' mineral raw materials in the. face
of competition with the interests and wishes*" of- transnational corporation s-i. ' ..
....
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IMPLICATIONS OF TH3 LAGOS PLfiN

The

Lago-s Pl;an

IV

OF ACTICE

of-Action is b_-sed en an

integrated approach to development

covering different economic and social activities and .the
activities.

The plan

for the
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industrial

interdependence

sector is designed to promote

of thOije

the

supply

of the bulk of industrial inputs required for agricultural productivity, proces"-Ir=c,
storage and transports
It also covers the mete?.!, engineering and chemical productr;
mining, energy and other sectors producing heavy-capital--goods,~

:Tho' n'a-in" -deve-loprndnt objectives of the Lagos Plan of action regarding a
strategy for -the mineral raw'materials, development at the rational and subregional
levels fire i

(a)

':;■:..■■'■

Inp-oved knowledge of mineral resources through adequate inventory of

existing and potential resources,, better forecasting of
toward rational use" of known resources,
Creation
necessary for the

In

of

the

proper scientific,
and expansion

pattern research

technical and industrial environment
of the mineral extractive industries-

development

this regard it is extremely necessary to

geological

consumption

strengthen

the

capabilities of national

surveys and mining departments?

(_c_) Co-operation among African States in the exploitation and utilization
of

mineral raw material resources;

(d) Training in all aspects of mineral resources, development of .high-level
specialized per'sormel as well as medium-level technicians in
the. shortage .of; qualified manpower; and. to reduce
expartise^an^L- specialized; services;

order to alleviate

the dependency on

.

overseas

■

(e) Development of a system of transfer of know-how and exchange of scientifictechnical and economic data
among

African

The

in

■

Lagos Plan*of i*<-.tion

industrialize
continent.,

geology,

countries-

..-:■..-.

clearly .points

and-"bring about-the

African

mining activities and mineral economic

rapid

out

that;

socio-economic

countries should undertake

the

?.n

their

efforts

transformation

of

to

the

downstream processing of

■

their

raw materials go as to create a self—sustaining industrial base^One recommendat.Lor
of particular importance is that special attention should be givon to mineral raw

materials of importance to building up the- basic industries making up intermediate
products such as iron and nt"*31, :aluminum, base metals, p'.i^i-och6p:.or>;lR; fertilizerscement

etc©

■.. .

.-■■

■

Finally the downstream processing of mineral raw materials, like all other
will go a long way to meeting the basic needs of the people

industrial projects,
of

Africa:

ensuring

the

integration

of

the

economy as well as its modernisation
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chapter

v

of international organisations w tkz processing ^nd utilization
of mineral raw materials in african

A.

c0thtri5s

Role of the United ffations system

The major thrust in the past has taken the-form of such institution building

and strengthening (geological surveys, organization of mineral resources department
schools of mines); exploration, prospecting and detailed mapping work; technoeconomic evaluation

and studies.

The United Nations Development Programme finances projects for exploration
and feasibility studies in the mineral industries.
Finances made available so far
have not beer adequate for engineering studies, or construction of mines and other
facilities.

The United Nation s Revolving Fund for Natural Resources "Exploration
established in 1975 by General Assembly resolution 3167»

B.

of

Role

of the

was

florid Bank

The World Bank cofinances mineral industry investments through involvement
the IFCj IBRD, or IDA.
It provides expertise and technical services in the

early stages of project development.

C.

Role of the

Economic Commission

for Africa

The role of ,JCA as an executing agency in mineral industries is to promote
subregional and internally located■industrial development.
It also assists in
the promotion and facilitation of regional co-operation and the implementation
of multinational projects.
'
Ways of promoting the development of the
of experts on

mineral industry include

short-term basis to assist member States in

the' provision

the preparatory work ofo:

the establishment of projects.
Funds for prefeasibility studies may be made
available by the African Industrial Development Fund provided the basic criteria
for funding are

met.

